Engagement:
what’s your story?
Discovering the level of your employees’ engagement is valuable
business insight in these changing times, as these stats show.
Our MetrIC tool does just that: it gives you the quick insight you
need to understand the current employee experience and make
recommendations for change. What could it help you discover
about your organisation?
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work days are lost each
year due to mental
health problems in the
UK, costing employers
approximately
£2.4 billion per year
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data shows a
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Teams who score in the top 20% in engagement
realise a 41% reduction in absenteeism, and 59%
less employee turnover
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of people who have
experienced anxiety
in the last year say
their job was a
contributing factor
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of employees say communication
is the area leadership most needs
to improve on
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28%

of UK employees strongly
agree that their employer
has communicated a
clear plan of action in
response to coronavirus,
compared with 50% of
US employees

of UK employees
have confidence in
the leadership of their
company to successfully
manage emerging
challenges (down from
35% a year ago)
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of employers say they’re
confident that they can
interpret and understand
the impact of their
wellbeing data on the
wider business strategy

of executives say that
engagement is critical to
business success
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49% of HR professionals say
limited data is hindering
wellbeing strategy success

Only 19% of employees feel
engaged in their workplace
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of employees will likely work
remotely at least part of the
time after Covid-19 versus
30% before the pandemic
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More than 1 in 10 UK
workers use more than
10 accounts, tools and
apps every day
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Sequel’s MetrIC is an internal communication tool to measure your people’s
workplace experience and wellbeing. It gives you the quick insight you need to
assess how colleagues rate their employee experience, and recommendations
for change, benchmarked against other leading organisations.
For more details on how MetrIC can give you the valuable insight you need to
have more impact contact hello@sequelgroup.co.uk
Quote ‘MetrIC_T/L’ to get a FREE half-hour session with our Insight team
on your challenges in measuring employee engagement.
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